Grander Rum is a meticulously-crafted 8-year-old rum that is matured in bourbon barrels and bottled at 90 proof. Every drop is natural and free of additives. The result is incredibly smooth, balanced and drinkable rum that is beautiful enough to stand on its own, yet bold enough to be mixed in the most memorable cocktails.

**THE ULTIMATE CATCH**

1000-pound marlins carry a prized name – Grander. Land one, and you are among legends. While few succeed, everyone who quests for this ultimate catch reaps a lifetime of reward. The reward is in the journey.

Our rum embodies that spirit. It represents our journey of unwavering commitment to land something genuine, and boldly authentic that wouldn’t require any coloring, flavoring or blending additives.

Wherever your adventures take you, reach for something Grander and you will be rewarded.

Because the ultimate catch is a life well lived.

**SAVOR GRANDER RESPONSIBLY**